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Abstract. The regulation of ionizing radiation in Sweden is based on both the Radiation Protection Act and
Ordinance from 1998. The Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI) acts as the regulatory authority for
radiation safety and issues detailed regulations in specific areas. The report summarizes how the SSI controls
radiation sources, including orphan sources for which a process for analyzing their occurrence has started in
Sweden. A number of proposed procedures for the control and follow-up of sealed radioactive sources is
provided.

REGULATION GENERALLY

The legal basis for the regulation of ionizing radiation in Sweden is the Radiation Protection
Act from 1988. Together with the Radiation Protection Ordinance of the same year, these two
legal documents form the basis for the activities of the radiation protection authority, the
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SSI). Both documents have recently (year 2000) been
updated to comply with 96/29/EURATOM, the European Union's version of the Basic Safety
Standards (BSS). This elucidates the influence of the European Union that forces member
countries like Sweden to comply with EU law and implement directives. The two Swedish
documents mentioned above are both based on the ICRP recommendations but written in a
general style. The radiation protection authority, the SSI, writes more detailed regulations of
specific areas. These regulations are also undergoing an updating to comply with the EC
directives. Furthermore, there are also specific conditions associated with individual user
licenses. In Sweden, matters concerning occupational exposure in non-nuclear industry and
research facilities are controlled by a subgroup within the Department of Occupational and
Medical Exposure at the SSI.

This kind of regulation structure has both advantages and disadvantages depending on the
cultural environment where it is applied. For some other countries, it may be preferable to
have more enforcement built into basic legislation. A functional competent authority is
assumed to have the resources to write and to supervise detailed regulations.

The level of knowledge about radiation physics, the biological effects of radiation and existing
regulations possessed by both licensees and workers is vital for implementing radiation
protection. The licensee is usually a legal person, such as a company, which should have the
resources to comply with regulations but the physical actors at an event with radiation
protection consequences are usually people with limited knowledge to help them make
decisions.

NATIONAL CONTROL OF SEALED SOURCES

The Swedish control of sealed sources can be summarized as follows: Within the non-nuclear
industry, almost every single source is given a separate licence connected with a justified
activity of the user, the licence holder. For research facilities, there is another type of licence
covering all radiation related activities of the licence holder, hi this case, there is no clear
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registration of each single source below 0.5 GBq at the authority but the user is obliged to
keep such a record. This difference is based on the assumption that research facilities such as
universities are more competent in radiation protection then some industries are. To make the
work at the authority less time-consuming, there is a tendency to move against the latter type
of licensing using more advanced computer based registers for the administrative control and
to demand more knowledge and quality assurance at the industry. The time gained is then
spent on physical control of sources by means of inspections focused on the stronger sources
and more complex radiation protection situations. In these inspections a substantial part of the
effort is spent on checking the organization of radiation protection, including the
documentation of the licensee and the level of knowledge of the employees.

A significant part of the Swedish control of industrial sources is obtained through the control
of those national companies that supply such sources or equipment to the user industry since a
limited number of these suppliers control most of this market. These trading companies
should be forced to check that their customers have both knowledge of the equipment and
proper licensing for it before any source is physically transferred to the user. Most of the
equipment containing radioactive sources should also have radiation protection built into its
design. The suppliers should report to the sold sources to the authority. Many of these
radioactive sources are part of some measuring equipment that the user is not always is aware
of.

Another way of possessing a source is to import it directly to the user company, which is
becoming more common with more porous borders. Within the EU, there is a union law,
EURATOM 1493/93, that requires a receipt from the authority in the receiving country to
verify that the receiver of a source is licensed for that source before it is allowed to be sent by
the supplier and to transverse the boarder. Also, sources that leave Sweden for countries
outside the EU now need an exit permit and the sender is obliged to show that the receiver is
licensed to handle such a source within the receiving country.

Due to national and international focus on safety and security of sealed sources (EU and
IAEA) a process of analysing the associated problems such as the occurrence of orphan
sources has started in Sweden. The first part of this is to check the actual source inventories
with all known holders of industrial source licenses. These data will be used to update the
source register at the authority. The computer based register should contain data on
source/license holder identity (registration number from commercial registration authority),
source identity (ID-number/ commercial identification), place for installation, nuclide, date,
type, routines for exchange etc. The sources should stay traceable through the register until
they are safely placed in long time storage, decayed below exemption limits or transferred to
the register of some other nation.

Orphan sources often tend to show up in scrap yards and smelting facilities. In Sweden there
are a limited number of large dominating scrap-handling companies, large enough to be
considered as credible and law abiding. Many of these large scrap companies have, on their
own initiative, installed gamma detectors for all entering incoming transports of scrap
material, as have the large smelting facilities. Such detector installations at critical crossroads
for goods may be very useful, e.g. at border customs. Swedish transport legislation is not
covered by the SSI but it is based on the IAEA safety series on transportation. It is part of the
dangerous goods regulation that follows the ADR, the European agreement concerning the
international carriage of dangerous goods by road, and is supervised by the police and the
national rescuing authority.
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FUTURE

How the safety of sources will be further handled depends, to a large extent, on international
bodies such as the IAEA and especially on a foreseen EC directive on "the control and follow-
up of sealed radioactive sources". A number of proposed controlling procedures are of interest
including:

• introducing an international and unique source identification number that could be
used to trace any source worldwide from its origin to decommissioning and long term
safe storage;

• agreeing internationally upon one or two activity limits to which such a formalized
registration should apply;

• establishing an international channel for exchange of information on the movements
of sources across borders. Through this channel, it should also be possible to circulate
inquiries about lost or found sources;

• limiting the number of radioactive sources used by encouraging the use of alternative
technology when applicable.

Special attention should be paid to common problems such as fast undeclared transferring of
goods as part of the activities of illegal organizations, multinational companies, or companies
going bankrupt, changing name or owner. Another problem is the substantial cost today
associated with the legal decommissioning of sources in many countries, which may very well
create orphan sources for economic reasons. These problems all need to be minimized by
national regulations and economic conditions. It should not be profitable to handle radioactive
sources in any illegal way.
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